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Abstract. Handwriting is an everyday life human activity. It can be
collected off-line by scanning sheets of paper. The resulting images can
then be processed by a computer-based system. Thanks to digitizing
tablets, handwriting can also be collected on-line. From the collected raw
signals (pen position, pressure over time), the dynamics of the writing
can be recovered. Since handwriting is unique for each individual, it can
be considered as a biometric modality.
Biometric systems predicting gender from off-line handwriting, have been
recently proposed. However we observe that, in contrast to other modal-
ities such as speech, it is not straightforward for a human being (even
expert) to predict gender. In this study we explore the limits of auto-
matic gender prediction from on-line handwriting collected from a young
adults population, homogeneous in terms of age and education. In our
previous work [1], a statistical analysis of on-line dynamic features has
shown differences between male and female groups. In the present study,
we provide these features to a classifier, based on a machine learning ap-
proach (SVMs). Since datasets are relatively small (240 subjects), several
evaluation frameworks are explored: cross validation (CV), bootstrap,
and fixed train/test partitions. Accuracies obtained from fixed partitions
range from 37% to 79%, while those estimated by CV and bootstrap
are around 60%. This shows to our opinion the limits of the gender
recognition task from on-line handwriting, for our observed young adult
population.

1 Introduction

Handwriting is an everyday life human activity used from centuries for regis-
tering counts, communicating ideas, writing/copying books, sending letters or
encrypted messages [2]. Many skills are involved in handwriting: gross and fine
motor skills, ability to plan, eye-hand coordination [3]. Character models, learnt
at school and related to an era and a geographical location, are also influencing
the writer. Personal motor characteristics combined with the character models
the writer has in mind, result in an unique handwriting [4].
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In order to be processed by a computer-based system, handwriting must first
be digitized, off-line or on-line. Off-line handwriting is collected by scanning
sheets of paper. This results into images that can be processed automatically
for tasks such as recognition or authentication. On-line handwriting is collected
thanks to digitizing tablets. Applications range from creating/correcting doc-
uments, authenticating signatures, education (learning to write)[5] but also to
detect health issues: neurological disorders, or upcoming strikes [6, 7].

Systems that use off-line handwriting for predicting gender, have been re-
cently proposed [8–10]. These can be useful for various domains and tasks such
as author profiling [11], forensics, and biometry. However we observe that, in
contrast to other modalities such as speech, it is not straightforward for a hu-
man being (even expert) to predict gender from off-line handwriting [12, 13]. In
our collective culture, women are assumed to write more legibly, with embel-
lishments, using round shapes. Men are assumed to put more pressure and to
use spiky shapes [14]. Indeed explanations on gender differences in handwriting,
change and are related to the ideas promoted in an era, about the social condi-
tion of women. In our era, in countries such as Italy, girls and boys are taught to
write together. One can hardly find an argument that would justify a difference
due to gender. More often samples displayed as “male” and “female” are not so
convincing (see for instance [9] [15] and our own samples in Fig. 3).

However, at school, girls are known to be more proficient in writing, than
boys [16]. Writing speed, less time spent in air, are signs of writing proficiency.
Features related to speed may thus be proposed for gender prediction.

Indeed a statistical analysis of features extracted from handwriting can high-
light differences between male and female groups [1]. The feature means are
found distinct for each group, but feature distributions may overlap so that one
can hardly predict gender, from a machine learning point of view. To cope with
overlapping distributions, we use a combination of several features selected by a
statistical analysis and feed them as input to an SVM classifier.

In the literature, gender recognition systems provide accuracies ranging from
60% to 80% for fixed training/test partitions. A common train/test partition
consists in taking 70% of the samples for training, the remaining ones for test-
ing. For small sets, using fixed train/test partitions may over or under-estimate
performance. More robust frameworks exist to evaluate performance, such as
cross validation and bootstrap.

In the following, data collection and extracted features are described in Sec-
tions 2.1 and 2.2. A statistical analysis [1] was conducted in order to select
the most discriminant features with respect to female and male groups. The
outcomes of this analysis are recalled in Section 2.3. In Section 3, experiments
are conducted with the SVM classifier and the selected features. We compare
the accuracies obtained according to the evaluation framework (cross validation,
bootstraping, fixed train/test partition). We conclude this study in Section 4
on the possibility of distinguishing gender for the observed population, from
handwriting dynamics.
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2 Data collection and extracted features

2.1 Data collection

Handwriting samples are collected by a digitizing INTUOS WACOM series 4
tablet associated with a dedicated writing pen named Intuos Inkpen. Partici-
pants write on a sheet of paper (normal paper) laid on the tablet. The tablet
records each 8 ms, the following values; (x,y) positions of the pen, pen incli-
nations (azimuth, altitude), pressure of the pen on paper, time in milliseconds
since the UNIX epoch (January 1, 1970 00:00:00 UTC), and the pen status (on
paper=1 or in-air=0). It also records these values when the pen is in-air, close
to the tablet. The tablet thus collects seven raw signals, one for each type of
values. Fig. 2.1 shows recorded signals. The null values in the pressure signal
correspond to in air movements.

The dataset includes the handwriting samples of 240 subjects. The two groups
(male, female) are balanced by age, and level of education: 126 males (mean
age 24.65 years old, SD=2.45) and 114 females (mean age =24.51 years old,
SD=2.50), SD being the Standard Deviation. The subjects were volunteers re-
cruited at University of Campania “Luigi Vanvitelli’ in Caserta (south Italy). All
subjects are right-handed and were asked to perform seven handwriting tasks:
(1)drawing of two-pentagons (2) drawing of a house (3) writing of the follow-
ing four Italian words in capital letters (BIODEGRADABILE, FLIPSTRIM,
SMINUZZAVANO, CHIUNQUE); (4) drawing loops with left hand (5) draw-
ing loops with right hand; (6) drawing a clock (7) writing the following Italian
sentence in cursive letters (I pazzi chiedono fiori viola, acqua da bere, tempo per
sognare meaning Crazy people are seeeking for purple flowers, drinking water
and dreaming time).

Fig. 2 shows the pen position (x,y) on paper (black points) and in air (red
points). The positions of the pen when the tablet is too far are not recorded.
But the time spent far from the tablet can be recovered through the time-stamp
raw signal. Henceforth, we will name this pen status as idle.

Figure 3 shows four samples of the copy task of a given sentence (task 7). It
can be noted that guessing gender is not straightforward 3 4

2.2 Extracted features

From the raw signals collected by the tablet, features can be extracted in order to
represent the samples in a concise way, adapted to a machine learning approach.
Several features were computed at global level, for each task. These are [1]:

– time: the total time elapsed for the task, the total time spent in each pen
status: in air, on paper, and idle (Total, tUp, tDown, tIdle)

– pressure: statistics about the pressure (minimum, maximum, mean, standard
deviation, lower 10th and 90th percentiles),

3 .gendergroundtruth:thefirstandthirdsamplesarefromwomen,theotheronesfrommen.

4 theotheronesfrommen(fromtoptobottom).
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Fig. 1. Raw signals captured by the Wacom digitizing tablet when copying the task7
sentence (Fig. 2). The x and y curves have been rescaled to better fit the figure.

– ductus: the number of strokes in each pen status, number of in-air strokes,
number of on-paper strokes (nbUp, nbDown).

– slope: the mean inclination of the straight lines passing through the diagonals
of the axis-aligned bounding boxes containing the strokes (slopeA).

– space: based on the area occupied by axis-aligned bounding boxes containing
the strokes (spaceA) and the distance between consecutive strokes (spaceT).
Only on-paper traits are considered.

2.3 Selected features

From these features, a small number were found significant according to gender,
by statistical analysis: Anova, Manova or logistic regression. For such features,
a difference in the means of each group (men/women), can be observed with
a significant level measured by a p-value smaller than 0.05. Considering task7
only, a subset of features could be selected: nbDown7, nbUp7, Total7, spaceA7,
slopeA7, tUp7.

In Fig. 5, are shown the boxplots of the total time spent to complete task 7
(Total7), and the number of on paper strokes (nbDown7). Total7 is the whole
time spent (on-paper, in-air or idle) when completing the seventh task. According
to the means: men would write the given sentence more slowly in average (37s)
than women (28s). For both features, the boxplots corresponding to men and
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Fig. 2. Sample ink trace from the sentence copy task (task7). The red points correspond
to in air movements close to the tablet area.

women largely overlap so that a classifier can hardly predict gender from one of
these features alone.
However, one can generally expect prediction improvements by combining several
features (see Fig. 5).

In the following, we will use a machine learning approach, and build an SVM
classifier from the subset of extracted features selected by statistical analysis [1].

3 Experiments

A subset of features presented above, have been selected to build classifiers
based on the SVM (Support Vector Machines) machine learning approach. SVMs
are popular since they are suitable for datasets limited in size. The selected
features are those which are found statistically different according to gender by
an MANOVA approach [1] or a logistic regression approach.
To evaluate SVM classifiers for the gender prediction task, we use the popular
accuracy metric. Accuracy is the proportion of correct predictions, computed on
a test set. We propose several frameworks to compute accuracy, which differ in
the way of choosing training and test data. These are:

– fixed train/test partitions. The training and test sets do not vary. A common
partition is 70% training/30% test.

– Cross validation: train/test set are cycling according to K folds (K-1 folds
for training, the Kth for test). The mean of the K accuracies is provided.

– Bootstrap: random train/test partitions (f.i. 70% training/ 30% test) are
repeated N times (f.i. N=100). Accuracy of each repetition is collected, and
the mean is provided.

Each instance of bootstrap, as well as each cycle of CV correspond to a fixed
train/test partition. Thus results corresponding to the fixed train/test partition
framework, may be grasped through max and min values of Tables 1 and 2 (4th
column).
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Fig. 3. Four task7 samples from subjects 16, 1, 20 and 141. Guessing gender is not
straightforward.

The accuracies provided by these frameworks may largely differ, especially
when dealing with small-size datasets (several hundred of subjects). Publicly
available datasets often provide fixed train and test partitions. This is practical
in order to compare approaches. However the actual accuracy may not corre-
spond to this particular partition, especially for small datasets. Second, the test
partition is often released, in contrast to keep it apart by the dataset designers
who evaluate themselves the test accuracy. As a consequence, hyper-parameters
may be tuned including test data, as well as feature selection. Accuracy may
thus be over-estimated.

Figure 6 shows the interest of using cross validation, in contrast to fixed par-
titions. The mean CV accuracy is equal to 61.6% while the accuracy of one fold
partition is much lower, equal to 37.5%, and that of another partition is much
higher than the mean, and equal to 75%. Indeed the actual accuracy is around
60% which differs from a 75% accuracy provided by one particular partition.

The accuracies shown in CV (with K = 10) and Bootstrap (100 repetitions
with 160 training samples and 72 test samples) results (see Tables 1 and 2) are
rather low: 64.8% for bootstrap, 65.4% for cross-validation. However these accu-
racies may be still over-estimated since the selection of features was conducted
from all samples (240 subjects), thus including the samples of the testing folds.
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Fig. 4. Boxplots of Total7 and nbDown7 features, according to gender. Total7 feature is
equal to the total time in seconds spent for completing the copy of the cursive sentence
(task7). b) nbDown7 feature is equal to the number of strokes performed when writing
the same sentence. Whiskers denote quartiles.

A fairer approach consists in clearly separating training data from test data.
Thus an alternate feature selection approach for the CV framework consists in:

1. start with all samples divided in K folds and a set of extracted features
2. select the more efficient features from the K-1 training folds by a statistical

approach
3. from the selected features, and the samples of the K-1 folds, build a gender

prediction model
4. use the model to predict gender for the samples of the Kth fold.

This approach can directly be extended to the bootstrapping framework, by se-
lecting features on the current training partition.

The set of features selected may vary from one training set to another. In the
experiment conducted with the CV approach, the features selected by general-
ized logistic model (logistic regression) approach were the same for all training
partitions: spaceA7, nbUp7, nbDown7, and spaceT7. But in general, important
features could vary from one partition to another. We observe with CV (see
Table 1) that selecting features from all samples (240) performs better than se-
lecting features from the training set only: 65.4 % accuracy versus 61.2 %. Thus
using testing data for feature selection may provide an over-estimation of the
classifier accuracy.

Our results are consistent with those obtained in the literature for predicting
gender from on-line handwriting [8] where accuracies range from 60% to 80%.
Results show that if an accuracy of 75% or even 79% can be obtained for a
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Fig. 5. (c) Feature 1 alone is inefficient for making class predictions in this two-class
problem since whisker boxes largely overlap). (a) Feature 2 alone is more efficient but
the resulting classifier is weak (many misclassifications). (b) An efficient classifier can
be obtained by combining both features 1 and 2 (few misclassifications). Inspired from
[17]

Approach Features Accuracy (in %) Min/Max

CV & feat select.
on whole set

Total7, tUp7
nbDown7, nbUp7

65.4 [11.3] 41.6/79.2

CV & feat select.
on training folds

spaceA7, spaceT7
nbDown7, nbUp7

61.6 [12.5] 37.5/75

Table 1. Accuracies (in %) obtained by Cross Validation (K=10 folds). Standard
deviations, min and max fold accuracies are provided. Feature selection is performed
from whole set (240 samples) or from the training folds (216 samples) .

number of train/test partitions (see Max column in Tables 1 and 2), a reliable
estimation of the accuracy is around 60-65 %, using CV and bootstrap. To our
opinion, these low accuracies show that gender has a weak influence on on-line
handwriting for the observed population (an accuracy of 50% would be obtained
just with random guess).

4 Conclusion

Handwriting results from the combination of motor programs and social and
environmental conditions. In this study, global features linked to hand move-
ments and writing speed were extracted. First, features were selected according
to a statistical analysis. These features were found distinct according to gender,
but they could not be used in isolation because of large overlaps in the feature
female/male distributions. Thus, selected features were combined through a ma-
chine learning based classifier (SVM). Low accuracies (around 65%) were ob-
tained, estimated by cross validation and bootstraping, while higher ones were
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Fig. 6. Cross validation accuracies are varying according to the folds. The so-called CV
accuracy is the mean accuracy equal to 61.6 %. The train/test partition corresponding
to test the 9th fold and train on the remaining ones, reaches a maximum 75% accuracy.

Approach Features Accuracy (in %) Min-Max

Bootstrap & feat select.
on whole set

Total7, tUp7,
nbDown7, nbUp7

64.8 [4.5] 52.7/76.4

Bootstrap & feat select.
on 168 training samples

spaceA7, tUp7
nbDown7, nbUp7

66 [4.3] 55.6/76.4

Table 2. Accuracies (in %) obtained by Bootstrapping (100 repetitions) with 168
training samples/72 test samples resampled at each repetition). Standard deviations,
min and max accuracies are provided. Feature selection is performed on all samples or
on the training set built at each repetition.

obtained with fixed train/test partitions (79%). Such differences are observed
due to the small dataset-size (several hundreds of subjects). To our opinion, the
actual low accuracies (around 65%) corroborate the fact that the dynamics of
handwriting may not be gender-based among our european young adult popu-
lation.
The handwriting tasks performed by young adults are impersonal, and as men-
tioned before, there is no reason to find in the samples a difference due to gender.
This could be different in another cultural context. In such case, experts should
be able to illustrate and justify gender differences, if any.
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